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Double bubbles: a new structural motif for
enhanced electron–hole separation in solids
A. A. Sokol,a M. R. Farrow,a J. Buckeridge,a A. J. Logsdail,a C. R. A. Catlow,a
D. O. Scanlonab and S. M. Woodley*a
Electron–hole separation for novel composite systems comprised of secondary building units formed
from different compounds is investigated with the aim of finding suitable materials for photocatalysis.
Pure and mixed SOD and LTA superlattices of (ZnO)12 and (GaN)12, single-shell bubbles are constructed
as well as core@shell single component frameworks composed of larger (ZnO)48 and (GaN)48 bubbles
with each containing one smaller bubble. Enthalpies of formation for all systems are comparable with
fullerenes. Hole and electron separation is achieved most efficiently by the edge sharing framework
composed of (GaN)12@(ZnO)48 double bubbles, with the hole localised on the nitrogen within the smal-
ler bubbles and the excited electron on zinc within the larger cages.
1. Introduction
Semiconducting materials that upon photoexcitation in the
UV/blue-visible part of the spectrum produce readily separable
electron–hole pairs are desirable for a number of applications.
For example, optoelectronic devices such as blue light emitting
diodes (LEDs) and lasers have only recently become available due to
the limitations of the current generation of semiconductor hetero-
structures.1 Furthermore, one of the grand challenges in contem-
porary materials science is the one-step splitting of water into
hydrogen and oxygen using a single heterogeneous photocatalyst,2
which involves the separation of electron–hole pairs. Traditionally,
oxide materials have been used in this application.3 In recent years
oxynitrides have emerged as promising alternatives, often possessing
smaller band gaps than oxides, whilst retaining the excellent stability
to aqueous environments.4 One of themost promising oxynitrides of
the past decade has been a solid solution between GaN and ZnO,5
which crystallises in the wurtzite structure and was shown to be
able to achieve water splitting into H2 and O2 under visible light
irradiation. To enhance the efficiency of the GaN:ZnO system for
water splitting, it is also imperative to avoid the recombination of the
photo-generated electron–hole pair. Progress in the manufacture
of GaN and GaN:ZnO p–n junctions has led to fundamental and
technological breakthroughs.6–8 An important step was the discovery
of unique properties of these materials as nanoparticles.9
In this article, we propose a novel structural motif that will
spatially separate electrons and holes in GaN:ZnO systems,
employing a ‘‘bottom-up’’ approach based on preceding global
optimisation studies of nanoscale systems. Previous computa-
tional simulations10–12 have predicted that both ZnO and GaN,
at nanoscale and sub-nanoscale, form clusters with a cage, or
‘‘bubble’’ architecture that are dramatically different from
models based on cuts from the wurtzite bulk structure. Using
ZnO and SiC as two simple examples, we have also shown how
individual bubbles can combine to form extended framework
materials;13,14 alternative constructions and the viability (or
stability) of similar frameworks from building blocks of bubbles
has additionally been reported.10,13–15
Enhanced stability is typically correlated with an increase in
the density of framework materials, which can be achieved by
selecting appropriate building units. In our approach to framework
construction, we use so-called double bubbles. These double bub-
bles are denser and are a preferredmotif for larger sized clusters.We
have recently demonstrated16 the viability of this approach by
constructing one such framework with a double bubble formed of
120 atoms. In that work we found that the standard enthalpy of
formation for the edge-sharing (GaN)12@(ZnO)48 double bubble is
13 kJ mol1, which is comparable to the typical range of thermo-
dynamic stability of fullerenes.17,18
Experimentally observed cage structures have been reported
for boron nitride (BN),19,20 cadmium selenide (CdSe),21,22 and
molybdenum sulphide (MoS2).
23–25 Furthermore, layered core–
shell nanoparticles and their composites have been designed
previously for quantum dots for a similar purpose of electron–
hole separation, e.g. ZnS and CdSe.26,27
In this paper, we investigate the diﬀerent configurations
of single- and double-bubble systems, and, importantly, how
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these aﬀect the electronic structure of both the individual
double-bubble clusters and the constructed frameworks. Details
of how the frameworks are constructed are given below, whereas
we refer the reader to ref. 16 for analysis of the relaxed atomic
structures for the double bubble of pure ZnO, pure GaN and the
combinations of these two.
2. Method
2.1 Construction of double bubble clusters
We consider the binary (ZnO and GaN) tetrahedral compounds
that are predicted to have stable and metastable nanosized
bubble structures. These structures are composed of only three-
coordinated atoms, sets of which create rings with an even
number of sides. The higher-symmetry configurations of the
bubbles are typically found to be more stable. As high-symmetry
cluster structures are only possible for certain sizes, they are not
only the stable state for their particular size, but usually have
a greater stability than clusters of neighbouring sizes. In our
previous studies10,13,14 we have, therefore, focused our attention
on families of high symmetry structures, and, in particular,
those with symmetry Th, Td and T.
A double bubble is formed by inserting the smaller bubble
inside the larger (see Fig. 1), aligned with the same centre of
mass and identical direction of orthogonal axes, with each axis
passing through the centre of mass and the centre of opposite
truncated corners, or tetragonal faces. The rotation angle of
the opposite faces about the octahedral axes with respect to
each other is dependent upon the symmetry of the cluster.
In clusters of Th or Td symmetry, this angle is 451, whereas for
T symmetry, the rotation angle is between 01 and 451. Based on
stability, the best match is obtained when the inner and outer
bubbles are taken from the set of Th bubbles, and the highest
density is achieved by combining the smallest two of these
clusters: n = 12 (a sodalite cage) and n = 48.
If the distance between a hexagonal ring of the inner bubble
and the parallel hexagonal face in the outer bubble falls in the
range of a typical bond length, then we shall refer to this as an
ideal match; whether there is an ideal match depends on the
composition. Upon relaxation, we may expect minimal buckling
and therefore expect the double bubble will maintain Th symmetry.
For a mismatch, typically the outer bubble buckles and only a
fraction of the possible 8  6 bonds is formed.
For each composition of double bubbles, both Th and T
starting configurations as well as a number of structures with
lower-order point groups were constructed, and then geometry
optimised with and without symmetry constraints. The systems
we have studied in this way are: mixed core@shell double bubble
clusters, (GaN)12@(ZnO)48 and (ZnO)12@(GaN)48; and the corre-
sponding pure systems, (ZnO)12@(ZnO)48 and (GaN)12@(GaN)48.
2.2 Construction of extended frameworks
Previous work has already shown the feasibility of frameworks
constructed from high-symmetry bubbles as secondary building
units (SBU).10,13–15,29–34 In fact, the reverse process of decomposing
microporous frameworks into component cages is used by the
zeolite community. The n = 12 bubble with symmetry Th is the basic
cage of the mineral sodalite and one of the key component cages in
many other frameworks, including, FAU, LTA and EMT zeolites.35
The synthesis of microporous frameworks usually involves an
organic molecule, which helps to steer the nucleation towards
the formation of cages. Such template molecules could either be
left within cages or removed using post-synthetic treatments.
As the high-symmetry bubble structures (described in the
previous section) are stable, we now investigate three possible
frameworks that can be constructed from these. Our choice of
frameworks is based on: (a) the relative stability of frameworks
previously constructed from only (ZnO)n bubbles, (b) the need
to keep the number of atoms within the unit cell to a manageable
number, which would be amenable to DFT investigations, and (c)
the extra flexibility of having cages of two compounds.
For all frameworks, we impose the constraint that: each
concentric layer of the double bubble SBU cage is composed of
only one binary compound; 1 : 1 ratio of SBU for superlattices
composed of both ZnO and GaN SBU; and the SBU do not
overlap, i.e. the secondary building units are, using terminology
defined in ref. 36, bonded rather than merged so that the
frameworks can be formed from a bath of SBU.
The first framework is constructed from single-shell bubbles –
sodalite cages of (ZnO)12 and (GaN)12. As the typical Zn–O and
Ga–N bond lengths are similar (1.98 Å and 1.95 Å in the ground
state wurtzite form of these materials), their respective sodalite
cages are also similar in size. Consider each SBU as an octahe-
dron; we construct an fcc lattice by corner-sharing SBU, see
Fig. 2(a) and (b). Note that if the tetragonal rings of the sodalite
cages were merged then the voids between these cages would also
take shape of a sodalite cage. However, the SBU are actually
spaced apart by one bond length so that at each corner we have
created an n = 4 cuboid (a double ring) and larger voids between
the SBU in the form of n = 24 bubbles, which are formed of
six octagons, eight hexagons and eight tetragons. Note the
symmetry of these SBU is reduced from Oh to T, as they are
composed of both ZnO and GaN. The resulting extended system
is analogous to the zeolitic framework known (and will be
referred to here) as LTA.
The second framework is constructed from the n = 60 double
bubbles described in the section above; see Fig. 1(c) and 2(c).
Fig. 1 Double bubble cluster creation: a sodalite cage with n = 12, (a), is
placed inside an n = 48 cage, (b), to form the double bubble, (c), with
hexagonal rings of inner and outer bubbles aligned. Colour: green is
reserved for Ga, steel blue for N, red for O, and slate grey for Zn. Graphics
were generated using the VESTA package.28
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Rather than corner-sharing, the SBU are now stacked in an
edge-sharing pattern; each double bubble is surrounded by
twelve others (see Fig. 2(d)), and each edge of the outer bubble
is one bond length from an edge of a neighbouring bubble,
forming an n = 6 double ring (also called a drum) and two n = 2
rings. Each tetragonal ring of an outer n = 48 bubble combines
with five others to form an n = 12 bubble with Th symmetry, so
the void takes form of a sodalite cage. The inner sodalite cage of
each double bubble is formed from (i) the same compound or
(ii) two compounds, which we alternate.
The third, and final, framework is in fact the sodalite
framework (referred to as SOD) and is composed of the n = 12
single sodalite bubbles (as used in the first framework). This
framework can be constructed by merging, rather than bonding,
the SBU whilst following the procedure described for the first
framework. In order to obey the constraint of wanting bonded
rather than merged SBU, however, we construct this framework by
edge-sharing the SBU – this time the edges from two neighbouring
SBU form a tetragonal ring (rather than an hexagonal prism).
An identical framework is produced using either approach for a
pure binary compound. However, merging SBU of two different
compounds is meaningless. In the bonded approach, we find
that the smallest cubic unit cell contains four SBU (coloured
blue, pink, orange and green in Fig. 2(f)), and four voids that
are themselves mixed sodalite cages; see Fig. 2(e), where one
compound would occupy the front bottom left and top right
and the other the back bottom right and top left. Note
that choosing a different permutation results in an identical
structure (although the 1D chains of the same compound align
in a different direction).
For each framework system, we have studied pure frameworks of
ZnO and GaN, and, for the LTA and SOD frameworks composed of
single-shell bubbles, we have also considered equal combinations
of ZnO and GaN n = 12 SBU, whereas for the double-shell bubbles,
we also consider frameworks composed of only (GaN)12@(ZnO)48
SBU and only (ZnO)12@(GaN)48 SBU.
2.3 Energy evaluation
To optimise the geometry of ZnO candidate structures, we have
used the semiclassical GULP code,37 In both cluster and periodic
calculations we employed polarisable-shell interatomic potentials
parameterised for bulk ZnO.11,38 The atomic structure of the double-
bubble systems obtained from the optimisation was then used as
initial geometries for GaN as well as ZnO and mixed ZnO:GaN
structures. We adopted this strategy as the bond lengths in GaN
are similar to those in ZnO, and we only required approximate
atomic coordinates for refinement with ab initio methods, as
outlined below.
All structures obtained directly by semi-classical simulations
or constructed have been refined by geometry optimisation at
the DFT level, for which we have employed the solids-corrected
Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBEsol) GGA exchange–correlation
(XC) functional.39,40 We then performed single-point energy
calculations using the PBEsol0 hybrid functional, which includes
25% Hartree–Fock-like electron exchange, to determine accurate
electronic structures, as characterised by their Density Of States
(DOS) and partial DOS (pDOS). This hybrid functional was not
used to perform the structural optimisations as it is considerably
more computationally intensive than its GGA parent. However,
we note that only minor changes in geometry were observed in
our previous test calculations.
A natural choice for the calculations on the double-bubble
clusters, due to its high-accuracy and computational eﬃciency,
is the DFT code FHI-aims.41 All of the calculations were
performed with the species defaults for the ‘‘tight accuracy’’
basis sets (providing convergence of total energies better than
1 meV per atom) and with scalar ZORA relativistic treatment.42
The geometry relaxation was performed with a convergence
criterion of 103 eV Å1.
The calculations for the atomic and electronic structures of
the single- and double-bubble based framework systems, and,
for comparison, bulk GaN and ZnO, were performed using the
plane-wave DFT code VASP.43–46 We employed the projector
augmented wave (PAW) method47 to describe the interactions
between the cores (Zn:[Ar], Ga:[Ar], O:[He] and N:[He]) and the
valence electrons. For the determination of the equilibrium
structures, we have optimised the atomic coordinates at a series
of different volumes, and fitted the resulting energy-versus-
volume data to the Murnaghan equation of state, which avoids
the problem of Pulay stress. All structural optimisations
were deemed converged when the atomic forces were less
Fig. 2 Three framework structures (a, c, e) where Zn, O, Ga and N atoms
are represented by grey, red, light blue and dark blue spheres. Frameworks:
(a, e) constructed from (ZnO)12 and (GaN)12, Th symmetry bubbles; (b) the
same structure as (a) but with each (GaN)12 coloured red and each (ZnO)12
coloured blue (lighter/darker shades used in the front/back row); (c) con-
structed from double bubbles of (ZnO)48 and (GaN)12 having Th symmetry;
(d) the same structure as (c) but with each (GaN)12 hidden and each (ZnO)48
uniquely coloured; and (f) the same structure as (e) but with each SBU
coloured diﬀerently.
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than 0.01 eV Å1. To provide convergence in total energy up to
105 eV, which is comparable with our double-bubble cluster
calculations, we found necessary to use an energy cut-off of
500 eV and Monkhorst–Pack k-point meshes of 8  8  6,
6 6 6, 4 4 4 for the wurtzite, pure SOD and all LTA systems,
respectively; and a 1 1 1 k-point mesh for the extended double-
bubble and mixed SOD systems.
3. Results
Our aim is to propose a system, which on photo-excitation, can
eﬃciently spatially separate electrons and holes at the nanoscale.
We anticipate mixed double bubbles as good candidates, as it may
be possible to achieve charge separation within just one cluster.
Then, using this double bubble as a secondary building unit
(SBU), we can generate ordered dense materials via assembling
these SBU; bonding one double bubble to another as discussed in
Section 2.2. Alternatively we can also envisage a superlattice of
single bubbles of two compounds, with the hole localisation on
one compound and the electron localisation on the other.
The formation enthalpies of the chosen single- and double-
bubble SBU, shown in Table 1, are similar to those found for
carbon fullerenes17 and therefore the creation of these SBU is
plausible. Their stability is comparable with the analogous
clusters in similar size ranges for both oxide and nitride
materials.10,11 Whereas single bubbles maintain their high Th
symmetry, upon relaxation the double bubbles adopt a lower C2
or C1 symmetry. The change in symmetry is the result of a size
mismatch (the distance between inner and outer bubble is not
a typical bond length) and the greater flexibility in the n = 48
outer bubble (as compared to the n = 12 bubble). As expected,
for pure systems (either ZnO or GaN), larger clusters are more
stable; Hf is greatest for n = 12 and smallest for n = 60. The
formation enthalpies are also dependent upon the compound;
they are greatest for the GaN system and, for double bubbles,
enthalpy increases with GaN content. For a more in depth
discussion of the energetics and structures of the double
bubble see ref. 16.
The calculated frontier electronic orbital energies, i.e. highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) levels, and their diﬀerences, are also
presented in Table 1. There is an opposite trend in the values
for Eg with increasing SBU size: ZnO follows expected behaviour
in quantum confinement, whereas for GaN it is reversed as
found earlier without the use of hybrid functionals.10 With the
change in local environment for atoms in the double bubbles,
as compared to the single shell bubbles, it is found that Eg
decreases. Moreover, a further decrease in Eg is predicted for
the bulk phases of ZnO and GaN. For the double bubbles, Eg
decreases with increasing GaN content.
The DOS and its contributions from each element, partial
DOS (pDOS), for the double bubbles are shown in Fig. 3.
As expected, the valence electrons are localised on the anions
and the lowest unoccupied states are localised on the cations.
Of particular interest are the electronic states for the mixed
system. Of the two possibilities, a ZnO inner shell (and GaN
outer shell) results in both frontier electronic orbitals on GaN,
whereas (GaN)12@(ZnO)48 has the desired separation of states:
LUMO localised on zinc and HOMO is dominated by nitride
states. To verify these predictions we explored the charge dis-
tribution of both charge carriers. Their spin densities obtained
for singly ionised clusters are shown in Fig. 4, which confirms
our above conclusions.
Table 1 Electronic frontier orbital energies, EHOMO and ELUMO, their
diﬀerences, Eg, and calculated standard enthalpies of formation using
PBEsol0, Hf, for SBU. Eg, calculated using the same functional and FHI-
aims tight basis set, for the ground state polymorphs of ZnO and GaN are
given for comparison
System EHOMO (eV) ELUMO (eV) Eg (eV) Hf (kJ mol
1)
(GaN)12 6.85 3.05 3.80 367.08
(GaN)48 6.92 2.90 4.02 244.45
(GaN)12@(GaN)48 6.87 3.20 3.67 232.35
(ZnO)12 7.47 2.70 4.77 231.10
(ZnO)12@(GaN)48 6.99 3.24 3.75 209.09
(ZnO)48 7.35 3.04 4.31 160.40
(GaN)12@(ZnO)48 7.13 3.34 3.79 156.64
(ZnO)12@(ZnO)48 7.56 3.44 4.11 137.00
GaN bulk n/a n/a 3.53 0.00
ZnO bulk n/a n/a 3.10 0.00
Fig. 3 The density of electronic states (DOS) and partial DOS (pDOS) of
the double-bubble clusters as calculated using the FHI-aims code using a
Gaussian broadening with a dispersion of 0.05 eV. Note the metal-based
nature of the unoccupied states at e 4 4 eV.
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We now consider a periodic system of n = 60 double bubbles
and two extended systems, LTA and SOD, formed from the
n = 12 sodalite single-bubble SBU. The enthalpies of formation
of these framework systems from the pure, ZnO and GaN,
wurtzite phase, are shown in Table 2. As found for the individual
SBU clusters, pure ZnO frameworks have the lowest enthalpies of
formation; 0.19, 0.27 and 0.32 eV per ZnO, for the SOD, double
bubble and LTA frameworks, respectively. Although the greater
stability of SOD manifests itself in a lower value of the enthalpy
of forming the pure GaN SOD system than any of the mixed
systems, the mixed double bubble systems are more stable than
the mixed (ZnO,GaN) SOD system. The latter should be attributed
to the strain caused by the mismatch of ZnO and GaN SBU. The
LTA and double bubble frameworks of GaN have the greatest
values of Hf by at leastB0.2 eV per formula unit.
Calculated parameters of the electronic band structure
are also shown in Table 2. For the wurtzite phase of ZnO our
calculations underestimate the band gap, which from low-
temperature experimental measurement is 0.37 eV higher at
3.44 eV. The wurtzite GaN band gap is overestimated in contrast
with the experimental value of 3.50 eV lying 0.36 eV below that
obtained from our calculations. The wurtzite phase of ZnO has
the smallest band gap of 3.07 eV, whereas the band gap for GaN, of
3.86 eV, is only the third largest, lying below the LTA frameworks of
ZnO (3.91 eV) and GaN (3.94 eV). For ZnO, the band gap of SOD is
greater than that of wurtzite, whereas, conversely, GaN SOD has a
smaller band gap compared to wurtzite. Mixing n = 12 cages leads
to an increase (B0.4 eV) in the band gap in the case of edge sharing
(SOD) frameworks and a decrease (B0.7 eV) for corner sharing
(LTA) frameworks. As expected, the band gap of LTA and SOD for
ZnO is smaller than that predicted for the equivalent GaN phase.
However, the reverse is found for the double bubble system: the
band gap of (ZnO)12@(ZnO)48 is 0.08 eV greater than that of
(GaN)12@(GaN)48. Mixing compositions results in the greatest
and smallest band gaps for the double bubble frameworks, in
the cases of the inner and outer cages formed by ZnO, respectively.
The DOS and pDOS of the periodic pure systems are plotted
in the upper panels of Fig. 5 as calculated using a plane-wave
basis set. These figures show that the DOS and pDOS for ZnO–
SOD, –LTA –wurtzite structures share similar spectroscopic
features. In fact, the top of the valence band in all ZnO
structures is dominated by oxygen, whereas for the equivalent
GaN systems it is dominated by nitrogen. Apart from the double
bubble framework (where there are larger contributions from
zinc and nitrogen), the bottom of the conduction band displays a
flat and low DOS, which, for the bulk wurtzite systems, is known
to be due to the high curvature of the conduction bands.49
For the mixed systems (lower panels in Fig. 5), typically, the
states nearest to the band gap appear to be dominated by
nitrogen, which is puzzling for the unoccupied states. A similar
observation can be made for the ZnO conduction bands.
A more careful consideration of these states reveals that in fact
the anionic attributions are overestimated, which is a conse-
quence of the method of projecting the Bloch orbitals inside
atomic spheres that have the covalent radii of the constituent
elements – themethod employed within the VASP code. Using true
numerical atomic orbitals, which typically overlap significantly for
higher energy metal valence states, as implemented in the FHI-
aims code, we observed practically a complete electron transfer
from anions to cations on excitation for wurtzite phases – see
Fig. 6. Electron and hole spin-density isoplots for (ZnO,GaN)12–
LTA and (ZnO,GaN)12–SOD are shown in the lower panels of
Fig. 7. The hole for LTA is concentrated on 2p-orbitals of
nitrogen and 2p-orbitals of oxygen atoms that are bonded to
at least one gallium atom, and partially spill over on zinc atoms
that interface between oxygen and nitrogen (effect of ortho-
gonalisation). The hole for SOD is on orbitals of nitrogen; each
envelope of spin density is shaped as a torus with axis of ring
aligned through the neighbouring zinc atom. Although there
are significant contributions on anions, the excited electron for
LTA is also (asymmetrically) localised on zinc. These lobes
point into the (ZnO)12 SBU; decreasing the isodensity the
electron is seen to concentrate inside these ZnO SBU, and not
within the GaN SBU and the larger inter-cage voids – see Fig. 8.
Returning to Fig. 7, a similar picture for the excited electron of
LTA is found for SOD, except that the contribution on zinc is
more pronounced in the form of half a torus about each zinc
atom, which is not bonded to a nitrogen atom.
Fig. 4 Electron (left) and hole (right) spin-density isoplots for (GaN)12@(ZnO)48.
The hole is localised predominantly in the inner bubble and on the N atoms,
whereas the electron on the outer bubble is localised on the Zn atoms. Atom
colours are as in Fig. 1, hole isodensity shown in blue and electron in mustard
yellow. Graphics were generated using the VESTA package.48
Table 2 Parameters of the band structure (WVB, the width of the upper
valence band and Eg, the band gap) and PBEsol0 enthalpy of formation
with respect to standard state end member compounds (Hf per formula
unit) for double and single shell bubble frameworks. Band structure
parameters of the ground state, wurtzite polymorphs of ZnO and GaN,
using the same functional and VASP basis set, are given for comparison
System WVB (eV) Eg (eV) Hf (kJ mol
1)
(GaN)12–LTA 6.89 3.94 58.86
(GaN)12@(GaN)48 7.58 3.49 55.00
(ZnO,GaN)12–LTA 8.09 3.24 47.28
(ZnO,GaN)12–SOD 7.56 3.83 44.38
(ZnO)12@(GaN)48 7.95 3.64 42.45
(GaN)12@(ZnO)48 7.75 3.14 36.66
(GaN)12–SOD 7.65 3.43 33.77
(ZnO)12–LTA 7.49 3.91 30.88
(ZnO)12@(ZnO)48 7.24 3.57 26.05
(ZnO)12–SOD 7.55 3.29 18.33
ZnO wurtzite 6.89 3.07 0.00
GaN wurtzite 7.72 3.86 0.00
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An important clear exception to the trends discussed above,
and where there is no confusion due to the chosen method
of projecting, occurs for the double bubble frameworks with
(GaN)12 inner cages and (ZnO)48 outer cages: the edge of the
conduction band is clearly dominated by zinc, and there
appears a distinct split peak at the top of the valence band,
which is attributed to nitrogen. Thus, we have the condition for
separation of hole (on nitrogen atoms, which are in the inner cages)
and excited electron (onto zinc atoms, which are in the outer cages)
fulfilled. In contrast, the inverse system (ZnO)12@(GaN)48 has
both a higher energy of formation and no separation between
holes and electrons – all charged carriers are localised on the
GaN component of the lattice.
Electron and hole spin-density isoplots for (GaN)12@(ZnO)48
are shown in the top panels of Fig. 7. The electron can be seen
to occupy the diﬀuse zinc 3s orbitals, which overlap with
each other while avoiding regions occupied by valence electrons
Fig. 5 The density of electronic states (DOS) and partial DOS (pDOS) of the bulk systems using a Gaussian broadening with a dispersion of 0.2 eV. The
chemical nature attribution of empty bands is in contrast to that of double-bubble clusters.
Fig. 6 The density of states (DOS) and partial DOS (pDOS) of ZnO
and GaN (wurtzite phase), using numerical atomic orbitals and Gaussian
broadening with a dispersion of 0.05 eV. The energy scale has been shifted
to align the top of the valence band with zero. Figure focuses on the states
around the band gap to highlight the chemical nature of the lower
conduction states.
Fig. 7 Electron (left) and hole (right) spin-density isoplots for (GaN)12@(ZnO)48,
(ZnO,GaN)12–SOD and (ZnO,GaN)12–LTA systems. The hole is localised pre-
dominantly in the inner bubble and on theN atoms, whereas the electron on the
outer bubble is localised on the Zn atoms. Colours are as in Fig. 4 and graphics
were generated using the VESTA package.48
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(eﬀect of orthogonalisation). Therefore, envelopes of spin density
around anions and incomplete spherical shells about zinc atoms
are apparent. The hole is concentrated on 2p orbitals of nitrogen
with partial spill over to oxygen 2p states, which could be attributed
to artefacts of self-interaction still remaining at this level of theory.
4. Conclusions
We propose that novel composite systems comprised of double
bubbles along with superlattices of single-shell bubbles could
provide a suitable way of generating electron–hole separation for
photocatalysis.We found that hole and electron separation would be
achieved most efficiently by the edge sharing framework composed
of the (GaN)12@(ZnO)48 double bubbles, which have relatively low
enthalpy of formation,16 and are comparable to the formation of
fullerene (C60) with respect to bulk carbon (ca. 40 kJ mol
1).17,18
Synthetic routes have already been established for reliable core–shell
nanostructure fabrication and layered structures are well known for
analogous pure compounds (BN, ZnO and MoS2)
19,23,50 therefore it
is plausible that (GaN)12@(ZnO)48 will be achievable in the near
future. Indeed, the synthesis of In1xGaxN@ZnO has been reported,
with the aim of achieving quantum dot integrated solar harvesting
materials.51 Although the band gaps for the double bubblematerials
are larger than bulk ZnO, the efficient hole and electron separation
should improve their performance relative to the bulk counterparts
as an ultra violet photocatalyst.
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